
Man On The Moon

360

Yeah, hey yo, we hardly read the shit on my Facebook wall
Cuz I'm here and gonna hide me although 
Red one to me, can even resist in his tower 
Hate life cuz he didn't have shit to bake on it 
He couldn't take it, he hide this place 
He was gonna kill himself but did it because of me 
Yeah I ain't the same and I ain't perfect 
But a propose like that make it all perfect 
People say define hurts and changing 
I'm done this grown up, you still looking at the same person 
If my 'arrange it for labs
If my songs can be saving the team 
And my words going changing your feet 
And I'mma make you believe and chasing your dreams 
You see that wroar come along on the suit 
And be the motherfucker man on the moon 
With my head above the ground, I know the time is own me now 
We can pop the clouds and paint that path 

No one else is ever run 
And I know it's time to run the moon and chase the sun 
We can pop the clouds and make our way 
So tell me what you want but I don't wanna live like 

Yeah making music it's nothing like working on a job
People think I ain't deserving their spark 
Being real yo I know that I deserve it because 
I work myself hard 
So I feel when go 'when I've got 
See me battle different rappers always serve 'em a lot 
Try to climb, bring 'em in town, taking personal shuts 
Then I search a response make me understand 
When I set fire it really have what it was 
I didn't mean to offend it all

But those steps are happened in my vocab' any more 
I ain't standing here defending myself 
Just cuz you can't make 'i'm try to better myself 
I try to better the world, I rap to get my point across 
Use to be the dude, you avoid it all
Now I'm making living out of my voice 
Staring at the stars and the moon and playing joints and darts 
Above the ground I know the time is only now 
And we can pop the clouds and paint it perfect 
No one else will ever run 
And I know it's time to ride the moon and chase the sun 
We can pop the clouds and make our way 
So tell me what you want but I don't wanna live here like 
With my head above the ground 
I know the time is already now 
We can pop the clouds and make our way 
So tell me what you want but I don't wanna live here like 
Hey yo I never just thought 
That I'll be anything more 
Then a shitting rapping feeling out the sinner link for 
On a level I thought I never be on it 
Addicted to natural high like when I perform 
Go up the hole then they berry me in
Go serving more grace then anyone here 



Wouldn't change any of this I could have whatever I wish 
Cuz now I'm stronger than ever have been 
I don't wanna preach but the message is this 
The past happened if it's sucks just accepted 
The past is all mental, in your head it exist 
So live in the present and then you'll won a factual bit 
Shut will all my energy to catch the moon 
Try to keep on fall with your natural groom
Should I rock in the sky , I'mma land here soon 
And be the motherfucker man on the moon 
Keep my head above the ground 
I know the time is on it now 
Then we can prose above the greater 'but no one else is all in front 
And I know it's time to right the moon and chase the sun 
You can fall and make it 
So tell me what you want but I don't wanna live that life 
But I don't wanna live that life
But I don't wanna live that life
No I don't wanna live that life
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